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Abstract
Development of biomarkers of analytes with interest in clinic is an important field of
study. In this work, we synthesized and analyzed the new fluorescent acetate-biomarker,
Iso-PG. The mechanism of detection is the acetate buffer mediated proton transfer
reaction. The rate constants involved were obtained, and we measured the change in the
fluorescence lifetime produced as a consequence of the presence of acetate in the medium.
Finally, we checked its potential use as acetate biomarker in synthetic serum.

Introduction
The development of new tools to diagnose and treat current illnesses is nowadays
based on the knowledge of how processes occur at celular level. In this context, the
use of fluorescent molecules to detect and quantify key analytes inside cells is one of
the more dominant approaches. These compounds are then useful tools in sensing a
wide variety of analytes[1], as enzimatic activity markers [2] and have also been used in
superresolution techniques.[3] Among the huge amount of fluorescent compounds
employed in fluorescence microscopy techniques, xantene derivatives have been
extensively used due to their high absorption and excellent fluorescent properties
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[4]

.
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In a recent paper we investigated the photophysics of new fluorinated fluorescein
derivatives,[5] based on an structural combination of the so-called Tokyo[6] and
Pennsylvania Green family.[7] Remarkably, these xanthenes showed both the
characteristic ESPT reaction promoted by the presence of apropiate buffer and the
“on/off” fluorescent character.
On the other hand, alcoholism is one of the most important economical, social and
medical problems in the world. One of the biomarkers commonly used for the detection
of excessive alcohol consumption and alcoholism is the concentration of acetate anion..
Acetate is formed due a second oxidative step from acetaldehyde. When ethanol is
oxidized, the levels of acetate are fastly increased so the presence of this alcohol in the
blood can be detected by the maintenance of this high level constant..[8-9]
The fluorescence kinetics and the deterministic and the numerical identifiability of the
model of the intermolecular ESPT reaction in presence of adequate proton donor/acceptor
have been previously studied [10-11]. This model stablishes the need of using dyes with
pKa values comparable to pKa of the proton donor/acceptor of interest to have a maximal
effect on the lifetime and obviously on the rate constant. That is, the effect is magnified
when there is an exact concordance between both pKas .Therefore, fine tuning of the
fluorophore is required to obtain the best response and selectivity. Based on it, we have
synthesized a new Pennsylvania-based dye presenting an isopropyl group as substituent
(Iso-PG) in order to obtain a pKa closer to acetate buffer and thus improve ESPT reaction,
with the aim to be useful not only in the determination of acetate in human pathologies
where its metabolism is involved, as tumors or alcoholism[12-14] but also in
microbiology where is important in prokaryotic metabolism depending on the bacteria
density[15] or in fast growing microbial culture.[16] The effect of substituent in the pKa
values of xanthenes has been previously shown[17] .
In this paper, the ground-state equilibrium between the neutral and anionic forms of
the dye were explored first. Next, the acetate buffer-mediated ESPT reactions and the
relevant kinetic model and dynamics were studied in detail by means of steady-state
and time-resolved fluorescence measurements and compared with the previously dyes.
Finally, the applicability of the dye for quantification acetate concentration in
artificial blood plasma solution by FLIM was also analyzed.
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Synthesis
Iso-PG was prepared based on a synthetic strategy previously described by our group [5,
18]. Thus, organilithium derivative of 1-bromo-4-isopropyl-2-methoxybenzene[19] was
added to previously described MOM-protected ketone,[5] affording after acidic hydrolysis
iso-PG in good yield (See Scheme 1 and SI for more details).

Scheme 1. Synthesis of Iso-PG.

Photophysics Studies
Absorption measurements and ground-state equilibria
The visible absorption spectra of aqueous solutions of Iso-PG as a function of pH in the
range between 3.48 and 9.73 were recorded. pH variation changes in absorbance were
clearly observed. Figure 1 shows a change in absorption spectra of solutions at different
pH values due to ground-state proton reactions, that it is known that occurs in regions of
pH dictated by the ground-state pKa values. An isosbestic point can be distinguished
around 446 nm suggesting the presence of two species in chemical equilibrium at the
experimental conditions used. At high pH values absorption spectra showed a maximum
at 491 nm that decreased when pH diminished. At acid pH values, absorption spectrum
presents two maxima at 477 and 452 nm, both less intense than the one observed at basic
pH.
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Figure 1. Absorption spectra of Iso-PG (4×10-5 M) at different pH values (3.48, 4.04, 4.35,
4.66, 4.92, 5.37, 6.28 and 9.73)

Chemical structure of the dye, absorption spectra and previous studies of analogous
structures[5, 20] suggest that in this pH range Iso-PG presents two absorbing prototropic
forms corresponding to neutral (N) and anionic (A) structures.
If a neutral/anion system follows Beer’s law, at any wavelength (abs) and pH, the
absorbance (A) is given by the expression


A( pH , abs ) = C    i ( pH , pK N − A ) i (  abs ) d
 i


(1)

where C is the total concentration of the dye, d is the optical path length, i(abs) is the
wavelength-dependent molar absorption coefficient of the ith prototropic form of the dye,
and i(pH, pKN-A) is the fraction of the dye in the ith prototropic form, which depends on
both pH and pKN-A.

N =

[H + ]
[H + ] + K N−A

(2)

A =

K N−A
[H ] + K N−A

(3)

+

The global fit of the entire absorbance, A, vs. pH vs. abs surface to the corresponding
acid-base equilibrium equations allows the determination of the molar absorption
coefficients i(abs) of the two acid-base species and the pKa. In this global fitting, the
apparent pK aapp was a linked parameter over the whole surface, while i(abs) were locally
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adjustable parameters at each wavelength for each species. Plots of the individual A/C vs
pH curves at different wavelengths and the generated curves from the fitting are shown
in Figure 2. Fitted curves allow recover a pK aapp value of 4.91 ± 0.04, very similar to the
acetic acid/acetate buffer pKa value (4.76).
The global fit also allows the calculation of the molar absorption coefficients for both
neutral and anion species. These values are represented in figure 2B, which shows a
consistent isosbestic point at 446 nm.
A

B

Figure 2. A) Fitted curves of equation 1 to experimental data from Figure 1. B) Calculated
molar absorption coefficient at different wavelength for the neutral (black squares) and anion
(red circles) forms of Iso-PG

Steady-State studies
The total fluorescence signal F(ex, em, [H+]) at a defined proton concentration [H+] due
to excitation at ex and observed at emission wavelength em can be expressed as

(

)

F  ex ,  em ,[H + ] =

Fmin [H + ] + Fmax K a
K a + [H + ]

(4)

where Fmin indicates the fluorescence signal of the neutral form of the dye and Fmax
denotes the fluorescence signal of the anion form of Iso-PG. To obtain these parameters,
samples at different pH values were measured (see Figure 3A). As can be appreciated,
the signal is enormously reduced with the decrease of the pH value. This interesting
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“on/off” characteristics could allow the use of this dye as pH probe around the pKa of the
chemical equilibrium between the neutral and anionic species. Fitting equation 4 to the
fluorescence data F(ex, em, [H+]) as a function of [H+] is shown in Figure 3B, yielding
values for Ka, Fmin, and Fmax. Data recover shown values of pKa =5.038

A

B

Figure 3. A) Steady-state emission spectra (λex = 485 nm) of 1x10-6 M Iso-PG aqueous
solutions at different pH from 3.40 to 7.45 B) Plot of the experimental steady-state fluorescence
intensity versus pH, from solutions of 1×10-6 M Iso-PG without acetate buffer. and fitted plot
from equation 4 to experimental data (Lines)

Quantum yield values from steady-state fluorescence measurements were calculated for
the anion form using fluorescein in 0.1 M NaOH as a reference (ϕfluo = 0.95). The quantum
yield of the neutral form was obtained by fitting the steady-state fluorescence spectra to
the equilibrium equation 5 once the values of ϕA were known.
F ( ex , em ,[H + ]) = C dye K a  N  N  N +  A  A A 

(5)

Results showed the “on/off” characteristics of this dye obtaining a quantum yield of 0.677
and 0.014, respectively for the anionic and neutral species. It is remarkable the value of
the anionic form is 50 times higher than the neutral one, that keeps a value close to zero.
Exited State Proton transfer reaction studies
The theory and methods of solving buffer-mediated ESPT reactions are well-stablished
[17, 21-23].
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Scheme2. Kinetic model of ground- and excited-state proton-transfer reactions of compound
Iso-PG in presence of acetate buffer.

If the photophysical system as shown in Scheme 2 is excited by an infinitely short light
pulse that does not significantly alter the concentrations of the ground-state species, then
the fluorescence -response function, f (em,ex,t), at emission wavelength em due to
excitation at ex is given by
f (  ex ,  em , t ) = p1 e  1t + p2 e  2t

t0

(6)

in which equation 6 has been written in the common biexponential format,where

 1 ,2 =

− ( a + c )  ( c − a ) 2 + 4bd
2

(7)

a=k01+ k21+ kB21[R];

(8)

b=k12[H+]+ kB12[RH];

(9)

c=k02 + k12[H+]+ kB12[RH]

(10)

d=k21+ kB21[R].

(11)
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[R] and [RH] are related to the total buffer concentration, CB=[R]+[RH], by the
expressions [RH] = CB [H+]/([H+]+ KaB) and [R] = CB KaB/([H+]+ KaB), where KaB is the
dissociation constant for the reversible reaction RH ↔ R + H+.
The  factors are related to the lifetimes 1 and 2 by the expression

 1 ,2 = −

1

 1 ,2

.

(12)

For a complete characterization of the excited state, we firstly measured the fluorescence
lifetime of the dye at different pH values between 3.82 and 7.61 in absence of acetic
acid/acetate buffer. The decay curves were registered using two different excitation (440
and 485 nm) and four emission wavelengths (500, 510, 520 and 530 nm). A global
analysis was carried out with the complete decay curves and a monoexponential character
was found above a pH value of 4.1, resulting a fluorescence lifetime value of 3.290 ±
0.010 ns, corresponding with the anion form. Below pH 4.00 the decays curves were
characterized by a biexponential character obtaining the same 3.29 ns fluorescence
lifetime and other with a value of 0.020 ± 0.001 ns corresponding with the neutral specie.
However, to resolve the acetic acid/acetate-mediated ESPT reaction was necessary to
carry out a deepest study using different buffer concentration (0, 0.07, 0.175, 0.35 and
0.7 M), three different emission wavelengths and pH values. Combining all of these
variables a total of 135 decay traces were recorded. Using equations 6-12 we could
resolve the system and obtain the rate constants involved in the decay processes and in
the buffer mediated ESPT reaction. The results obtained are shown in table 1.

Table 1. Estimated Rate Constant Values by Compartmental Analysis of the Fluorescence
Decay Surface
Kinetic constant
Value
k01 (s−1)
k02 (s−1)
kB12 (M−1s−1)

(5.01± 0.72) × 1010
(3.040± 0.006) × 108
(4.21± 0.09) × 108

kB21 (M−1s−1)

(4.13± 0.72) × 1010
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To asseverate the validity of the kinetic constants, we simulated the fluorescence lifetime
at different pH values using the same buffer concentration that the one used in the
experimental study. Figure 4A shows the experimental data (points) and simulation
(curves) using the kinetic constants from Table 1. As can be observed, there is an excellent
similarity between the experimental fluorescence lifetimes and the simulations.
Therefore, kinetic constants and equations are a useful tool to estimate acetic acid/acetate
concentration in samples measuring the fluorescence lifetime at any pH below 6.00.

A

B

Iso-PG

2-Me-4-OMe-PG

Figure 4.A) Dependence of the decay times τ on pH at the buffer concentrations of 0 (pink),
0.07 (green) 0.1750 (blue), 0.35 (red) and 0.7 M (black). The decay times (solid lines) have
been calculated according to equations 6-12 using the globally estimated rate constant values
compiled in Table 1 B) Simulation of fluorescence lifetime from rate constant for Iso-PG
( solid line) and previous dye ()[5] (dashed line)

More interestingly, when we compared the sensitivity of our dye to acetic acid/acetate
buffer with similar dyes, a higher dependence of the fluorescence lifetime with the buffer
concentration could be found for Iso-PG . In this sense, Figure 4B illustrates the
simulations of Iso-PG (solid lines) and its immediate precursor, the 2-Me-4-OMe-PG[5]
(dashed lines), showing again a higher decrease of fluorescence lifetime for Iso-PG. Thus,
both the higher sensitivity and the possibility of achieving an easy quantification of
acetate anion makes this dye a better choice in liquid samples.
Competitive studies with other anions
As this dye can be potentially used as acetate probe as biomarker of alcoholism, we
checked by time resolved fluorescence the effect of most common anions present in blood
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medium (KCl and sodium monohydrogen phosphate) at pH 4.2 at usual concentration,
i.e. 4mM and 2mM respectively. Two fluorescence lifetimes of 3.24 ns (KCl) and 3.28
ns (H Na2PO4) were obtained. As we have not obtained a change in the fluorescence
lifetime in the presence of these salts, we can conclude that at usual concentrations these
anions do not cause ESPT reaction. Finally, we performed some experiments in artificial
serum using FLIM to asseverate the capacity of this dye to detect changes in acetate
concentration. Figure 5A shows the FLIM images obtained using different acetate
concentrations (0, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 600 mM). As can be observed, using an
arbitrary colour scale representing the lifetime (from 1.5 to 3.2), an intense colour change
is appreciated with the incorporation of acetate buffer. In Figure 5B, the increment of
lifetime over the acetate concentration is represented.

A

B

Figure 5.A) FLIM images obtained in artificial serum using different acetate concentratiosn
(0, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 600 mM). B) Average lifetime vs acetate concentration

Conclusions
We have studied the photophysics of a new fluorescent compound. The most remarkable
characteristic is the “on/off” property. The buffer mediated ESPT reaction has been
deeply studied and the kinetic constant recovered. Moreover, combining the kinetic
constant and the theoretical equations it is possible to determine the acetate concentration
in a liquid sample. As a proof of concept, considering that this dye can be potentially used
as acetate probe in live samples we have used it to measure its concentration in artificial
serum.
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